
If your newspaper  
has a separate career  
section with banner:

Acceptable:

YOUR  CAREER  BANNER

AWNA
BOOKED
CAREER

AD

Your designated 
career banner 
appears at top of 
page, or top of an 
area of a page and 
AWNA booked 
career ad runs 
on same page, 
underneath this 
header.

Guidelines for positioning & dummying AWNA Guaranteed Career bookings 

If your newspaper places  
career display ads grouped in the 
employment section of your classifieds 

Acceptable:
1. your classified banner appears at 

top of page and some form of 
column header denotes this area 
to be the employment section.  
AWNA booked career ad runs on 
this page, below this header.

2. the AWNA booked career ad runs 
apart from the local career ads 
but directly below some form of 
column header and preferrably 
grouped with one or more other 
career display ads.
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CL A SSIFI E D BANNER
Real Estate EMPLOYMENT ADS

NOT acceptable:
The colour exception:

1. the AWNA booked career ad runs in your classified 
section, but there is no column heading to indicate 
ads in this area are employment/career ads

2. the AWNA booked career ad runs apart from 
the local career ads without any heading or 
banner indicating this is an additional career/
employment/help wanted area.

3. your career section banner appears at top of a 
page but AWNA booked career ad elsewhere in 
the paper.

If you choose to run your career display ads separate 
from your classified help wanted section, you MUST 
use some form of column or page header.

If you have an established career banner, the AWNA 
booked career ad MUST appear in your career section.  
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CL A SSIFI E D BANNER

If your newspaper currently 
has no special designation 
for display career ads:

Acceptable:
The AWNA booked 
career ad runs on 
a news page with 
the some form of 
column header or 
banner indicating 
this area to be an 
employment section 
and preferrably 
grouped with one 
or more other career 
display ads whenever 
possible.
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NEW S PAGE

Call 555-555-5555 
to place your ad in this section

800-282-6903 ext.228
or

For advertising rates with province-wide reach

you + jobs = :)

555-555-5555 

Call 555-555-5555
to place your ad in this section

6 column & 8 column tab - Send as PDF file, fonts outlined.

Prepare instructions here for newspaper:
ie - member requirements, when to run banner, 
where to run banner, when to run fill ad
what is allowable for changes, what is not permit-
ted

Full page width:

Half page width:

Fill Ad

You are strongly encouraged to mix the AWNA booked 
career ads in with your local help wanted/employment 
ads display and/or word ads.  

Career ads booked with colour, while uncommon, can 
make this difficult depending on your page count and 
press capabilities.  Career ads booking with colour 
may run elsewhere in your paper, if required for colour 
placement, but you must provide some form of column 
header  or page header (as described directly above).

Print & save these instructions for future reference to ensure full payment for AWNA booked career ad insertion orders

NEW S PAGE

Services


